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Abstract
A (somewhat) nontechnical presentation of the topic of quantum unique ergodicity (QUE) is attempted. I define classical ergodicity and unique ergodicity, discuss their quantum analogues, and describe some recent breakthroughs
in this young research field.

1. Introduction
The recently developed research field of quantum unique ergodicity, or QUE, has
gained prominence due to the 2010 Fields Medal awarded to Elon Lindenstrauss,
one of whose main achievements was the solution of the QUE question in a particular case. So what is QUE?
To describe this I will first try to describe classical unique ergodicity, and then
explain the quantum version of this setup. First of all, ergodic theory is concerned
with a measure space (X, µ), such that µ(X) is finite, together with a measurable
transformation T : X → X which is measure preserving: the measure of T −1 (A) is
equal to the measure of A for every measurable subset A of X.
Example 1.1. A simple example is: X is the circle, that is, the interval [0, 2π]
with 0 and 2π identified, and T is the map θ 7→ θ +α modulo 2π, that is, a rotation
by angle α, for fixed α ∈ [0, 2π).
Example 1.2. A more interesting example is billiards: let B be a plane domain,
that is, a compact set in R2 with smooth boundary. Actually we don’t need the
boundary to be infinitely smooth; it would be enough for a tangent line to exist at
every point (or even almost every point) of the boundary. We define X to be the
product of B with the circle S 1 , and think of X as the set of unit tangent vectors
to points in B. Similarly, µ is defined to be the product of Lebesgue measure on B
and the standard measure on S 1 . We will call µ the ‘uniform measure’. Then for
each real t, thought of as ‘time’, we define a map Φt : X → X, the ‘billiard flow
at time t’, as follows: let x ∈ B and θ ∈ S 1 . Then Φt (x, θ) is the final position
and direction of a billiard ball that starts at x with initial direction θ, and travels
for time t in a straight line at unit speed in the interior of B, bouncing at the
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boundary and obeying the usual law of reflection (angle of reflection equals angle
of incidence). See Figure 1. It turns out, though this is not obvious, that Φt is
measure preserving for each t. This dynamical system (X, Φt ) is called ‘billiards
on B’.
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Figure 1. The billiard flow. The map φT maps the unit tangent
vector V to the unit tangent vector W , where r, s, t, u denotes the
lengths of the corresponding line segments and T = r + s + t + u.

Example 1.3. Example 1.2 has a geometric generalisation: we let X be the set
of unit tangent vectors on a Riemannian manifold M , µ be the standard measure
(cooked up out of the metric) on X, and Φt be geodesic flow.
Returning to the general setting, the transformation T is said to be ergodic if one
of the following equivalent conditions holds.
• There is no decomposition of X into two disjoint pieces, both of positive
measure, such that each is invariant under T .
• Almost every orbit is equidistributed: that is, for almost every x, we have

#{j ∈ N | 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, T j (x) ∈ A}
µ(A)
=
(1.1)
N→∞
N
µ(X)
for every measurable set A ⊂ X.
• Every T -invariant function is constant almost everywhere. (We say that a
real function f : X → R is T -invariant if f ◦ T = f.)
lim

Example 1.4. Consider billiards on a circular disc, and let T be the billiard flow
Φ1 at time 1. Consider the function k : X → R that maps (x, θ) to the angle that
the billiard orbit emanating from (x, θ) makes with the boundary (at any point
where it meets the boundary); notice that this angle is the same at each such point.
Then, this function is invariant under T , so we have found an invariant function k
that isn’t constant almost everywhere. Therefore billiards on a disc is not ergodic.
In fact, it has exactly the opposite character: it is completely integrable, which
means that the three-dimensional space X is foliated by ‘invariant tori’, that is,
two-dimensional tori that are each invariant by the flow Φt , and therefore by T .
In this case, each torus is just a level set of k.
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On the other hand, here are two examples of ergodic billiards.
Example 1.5. The ‘Barnett stadium’ (as named by Peter Sarnak), introduced
in [2], is bounded by two straight lines meeting at right angles, together with two
circular arcs meeting the straight lines at right angles and meeting each other at
a positive acute angle (see Figure 3). The domain has no symmetries. This billiard was proved by Sinai to be ergodic [13]. It is also Anosov, or strongly chaotic,
meaning that nearby orbits tend to diverge at an exponential rate.
Example 1.6. The stadium is the plane domain consisting of a rectangle with
two semicircles attached to two opposite sides of the rectangle. See Figure 2. The
stadium billiard was proved by Bunimovich to be ergodic [3], and for this reason
the domain is sometimes called the Bunimovich stadium. Notice that this domain
certainly does not have the Anosov property that Example 1.5 has. In fact, there
is a family of billiard trajectories that bounce vertically between the two parallel
straight sides of the boundary; these are colloquially called bouncing ball trajectories. At these trajectories, nearby orbits only diverge at a linear rate, contrary
to the Anosov condition.

Figure 2. Billiards on a stadium, with an equidistributed orbit.

Our last ‘classical’ topic is to define classical unique ergodicity. In the remainder of this article, we shall assume some extra structure on our measure space
(X, µ), namely, we assume that X is also a compact topological space, that µ is
a finite Borel measure, and that all nonempty open sets of X have positive measure. Moreover, we shall assume that, as well as being measure-preserving, T is
a homeomorphism, that is, continuous with continuous inverse. Notice that these
assumptions are satisfied in all of our examples above.
Then, we say that (X, µ, T ) is uniquely ergodic if µ is the only finite Borel measure
on X invariant under T . Note that the word ‘finite’ is all-important here. Indeed,
let x ∈ X be fixed, and consider just atomic measures supported at points T n x,
for all integers n. For this measure to be invariant, each point must be given equal
mass. So any orbit supports an invariant measure, but it is only finite if T n x = x
for some n ≥ 1, that is, if x is a periodic point. Thus we see that any invertible
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transformation with a periodic point, (X, T, µ), is not uniquely ergodic. So for example, in Example 1.1, if α/(2π) is rational, then every point is periodic and then
this example is not uniquely ergodic. On the other hand, if α/(2π) is irrational
then it is uniquely ergodic — this follows from Weyl’s equidistribution theorem
(see [14, Chapter 4]). In general, unique ergodicity is a very strong property in
dimensions two or higher. For example, neither Examples 1.5 nor 1.6 are uniquely
ergodic, since both have periodic trajectories.

2. Quantum billiard systems
The word ‘quantisation’ has many meanings, but here we use the original meaning
coming from quantum mechanics. In classical mechanics a state is specified by a
point in phase space, giving both the position and momentum of a particle. If the
particle is confined to a two-dimensional domain B (that is, a billiard), then a
state consists of a point in B together with a tangent vectora at that point. On
the other hand, the possible states of a quantum-mechanical ‘particle’ confined to
B are given by complex-valued wave functions ψ on defined on B, with L2 norm
equal to 1, and the probability of finding the particle in a set contained in B is
given by the integral of |ψ|2 over that set. In other words, |ψ|2 is the probability distribution for the position of that particle. Classically, the time evolution
of the classical particle is given by the billiard flow Φt described earlier, while
the quantum-mechanical time evolution is given by Schrödinger’s equation (after
setting some physical constants equal to 1),


∂ψ
h2 ∂ 2 ψ ∂ 2 ψ
h2
ih
=
∆ψ := −
+ 2 ,
(2.1)
∂t
2
2 ∂x2
∂y
together with a boundary condition, such as the Dirichlet condition (vanishing
at the boundary of ∂B) to ensure self-adjointness. (Self-adjointness is important
because it means that the solution operator U (t), which takes the initial condition
to the solution at time t, is unitary. This means that the L2 norm of ψ is constant
in time, which is essential for the interpretation of |ψ|2 as a probability density.)
Here h, Planck’s constant, is for us just a small parameter.
Equation (2.1) has a solution in terms of an infinite sum over the eigenfunctions
of ∆. The operator ∆, with the Dirichlet boundary condition, has a sequence of
eigenfunctions φj , with eigenvalues Ej → ∞, that form an orthonormal basis of
L2 (B). We can expand any L2 function ψ in this basis. In particular, we can
expand the wavefunction at time t = 0:
X
ψ(x, 0) =
aj φj (x).
j

Then the time evolution under (2.1) is
X
ψ(x, t) =
eitEj /h aj φj (x).

(2.2)

j

a Strictly,

a cotangent vector; however, in R2 , tangent and cotangent vectors can be identified.
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Now we can ask: what are the quantum analogues of ergodicity and unique ergodicity? That is, what should be the definitions of quantum ergodicity (QE) and
quantum unique ergodicity (QUE)?
Let us first take unique ergodicity. If (X, µ, T ) is uniquely ergodic, then every orbit
is dense. To see this, suppose, for a contradiction, that the orbit of point x were
not dense. Then the closure V of that orbit would be an invariant set, and we could
form an invariant measure on V by taking limits of atomic measures supported on
T −m x, T −m+1 x, . . . , T m (x) each with mass 1/(2m + 1); these would have a weak
limit ν invariant under T . Such a measure ν would be supported away from an
nonempty open set, namely the complement of V . It would therefore be different
from µ (which is by assumption positive on each nonempty open set), but this
contradicts unique ergodicity.
The classical limit of quantum mechanics arises by taking the limit as Planck’s
constant h tends to zerob . Now suppose (for the sake of exposition) that we are
interested in our quantum system at a fixed range of energies, say between E
and 2E. The energy of the system is given by the Hamiltonian, in our case h2 ∆.
So this means that we are considering states which are linear combinations of
eigenfunctions of h2 ∆ with eigenvalues in the range [E, 2E], or equivalently eigenvalues of ∆ in the range [h−2 E, 2h−2E] — that is, larger and larger eigenvalues, as
h → 0. Let us ask: what does it mean that every quantum orbit becomes equidistributed, in the limit h → 0? Suppose a sequence hj is given, tending to zero, with
corresponding initial states ψj formed of eigenfunctions with eigenvalues in the
range [h−2 E, 2h−2 E]; then it should mean that the long-run average probability
distribution,
Z T
1
lim
|ψj (x, t)|2 dt
T →∞ 2T −T
converges, as j → ∞, to the uniform distribution over the billiard B. Convergence
is meant here in the weak-∗ sense (see Remark 2.1). If this were true for all sequences of hj and ψj , it would certainly imply that the eigenfunctions themselves
become equidistributed, since if the initial state ψj is a single eigenfunction, with
eigenvalue h−2
j Ej , then its time evolution is simply
ψj (x, t) = eiEj t/hj ψj (x, 0) =⇒ |ψj (x, t)|2 is independent of t.
Thus its long-run average probability distribution is just that of the eigenfunction
itself. It turns out that the converse is also true: if the eigenfunctions become
uniformly distributedc as the eigenvalue tends to infinity, then any sequence of
eigenfunctions ψj made up of eigenfunctions with eigenvalues in the range [h−2
j E,
2h−2
E],
h
→
0,
has
a
long-run
average
probability
distribution
that
tends
to
the
j
j
uniform distribution in the limit j → ∞.
physics, h has a particular value; however, it has units of (mass)(length)2 (time)−1 and therefore may be either small or large in the units given by the typical mass, length and time-scales
in a particular situation. One sees classical-type behaviour in situations where h is very small
expressed in these units.
c If there are multiple eigenvalues then this condition has to be taken in the strong sense that
any choice of basis for the eigenspaces leads to uniform distribution.

b In
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Remark 2.1. Recall that a sequence of measures νj converges in the weak-∗ sense
to ν if for all continuous functions f we have
Z
Z
lim
f dνj = f dν.
j→∞

That this is the right notion of convergence becomes clear when
p considering a simple one-dimensional problem, where the eigenfunctions are 2/π sin nx on [0, π],
say, the probability distributions are 2/π sin2 nx, and these converge weak-∗ to the
uniform distribution on [0, π]. This is a useful mental picture to keep in mind: typically eigenfunctions with large eigenvalue are highly oscillatory (as in Figures 3
and 4), but the weak-∗ limit can nevertheless be quite smooth.
Now we can give a rough definition of QUE: a billiard system with L2 -normalised
eigenfunction sequence φ1 , φ2 , . . . (ordered by increasing eigenvalue) is QUE if the
sequence of probability measures |φj |2 converges in the weak-∗ sense to the uniform
measure on B. The fully-fledged definition of QUE actually is more elaborate, and
involves equidistribution not just in space but also in the momentum variables.
This requires use of either the Bargmann transform or pseudodifferential operators
to obtain measures on phase space rather than just physical space; describing this
is beyond the scope of this article. See for example [5].

3. Quantum ergodicity
Now that we have defined QUE, we can define the related notion of quantum
ergodicity (QE). As with QUE it is supposed to be a close analogue of the corresponding classical property, ergodicity. In terms of the orbits of points, ergodicity
is equivalent to the equidistribution of almost every orbit (see (1.1)). Correspondingly, QE is related the the equidistribution of almost every quantum orbit. As
with QUE it has a description in terms of eigenfunctions. It is as follows: we say
that a billiard system is QE if there is a subset of positive integers J of density 1,
that is, with
#J ∩ {1, 2, . . . , n}
lim
= 1,
N→∞
N
such that the sequence of probability measures |φnj |2 , with the increasing sequence nj restricted to lie in J, converges in the weak-∗ sense to the uniform
measure on B. Let us call the eigenfunctions φm with m ∈
/ J exceptional. Then
we can think heuristically of this condition as follows: when h is sufficiently small,
this condition is saying that only a very small proportion of the eigenfunctions
with eigenvalues in the range [h−2 E, h−2 2E] are exceptional. Therefore, a random
linear combination of these eigenfunctions will have (with high probability) only a
very small component formed from exceptional eigenfunctions, and therefore will
be (with high probability) close to being equidistributed. Thus, as h → 0, we can
say in a sense that ‘almost every’ quantum orbit is equidistributed.

4. Theorems
So what is known about QE and QUE?
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The first major theorem proved in this subject was the quantum ergodicity theorem proved by Schnirelman, Zelditch and Colin de Verdière for manifolds without
boundary (Example 1.3), and for manifolds with boundary by Gérard–Leichtnam
and Zelditch–Zworski [11], [15], [4], [6], [16].
Theorem 4.1 (Quantum ergodicity theorem). If a classical system (in the context
of Examples 1.2 and 1.3) is ergodic, then the corresponding quantum system is QE.
In particular, Examples 1.5 and 1.6 are QE.
So what about QUE? Is there a correspondingly close relationship between classical and quantum unique ergodicity? In fact, heuristically one does not expect such
a close relationship. The reason for this is that classical unique ergodicity is an
extremely strong condition — the existence of a single periodic orbit is enough to
show that classical unique ergodicity fails. On the other hand, quantum mechanics
is not expected to be so sensitive to individual orbits. Since quantum particles are
somehow ‘smeared out’, the behaviour of a quantum state at a periodic orbit can
be expected to depend crucially on the behaviour of the flow in a neighbourhood of
that orbit, that is, on the stability of the orbit. If the orbit is stable, then a quantum
state can indeed concentrate near a single orbit; this happens for example on the
disc (Example 1.4). If it is strongly unstable (as is the case for Anosov systems),
then nearby orbits will diverge at an exponential rate, either as time tends to +∞
or −∞, and this is likely to make it difficult for a smeared-out quantum orbit to
remain close to the periodic classical orbit. Indeed, for this reason (and because
of evidence from their study of arithmetic surfaces) Rudnick and Sarnak made a
now-famous conjecture, that the unit tangent bundle of any compact hyperbolic
manifold (which are strongly chaotic, that is, Anosov, and all of which are known
to be ergodic) is QUE [12]. This is in spite of the fact that there are many invariant classical Borel measures on such spaces: for example, there are known to be
many periodic orbits, the number of which grows exponentially as a function of
the length.
This conjecture is likely to be very difficult to tackle. However, it has been solved
in the case of arithmetic surfaces by Lindenstrauss [10] in his prizewinning work:
Theorem 4.2 (E. Lindenstrauss [10]). QUE holdsd for arithmetic surfaces, that
is, in the case that M is the quotient of hyperbolic space by a congruence subgroup e .
This is a consequence of a more general result of Lindenstrauss, in which he classifies measures on certain spaces invariant under certain sorts of group actions;
see [10]. The reason that the arithmetic case is more tractable is because, in this
case, there are additional symmetries, that is, so-called Hecke operators that commute with the Laplacian. Since these operators commute, one can choose a basis of

d Technically what

is proved here is ‘arithmetic QUE’, where one studies only joint eigenfunctions
of the Laplacian and the Hecke operators; see the discussion below the theorem statement.
e An example of a congruence subgroup is {M ∈ SL(2, Z) | M is congruent to the identity modulo
N , for some fixed N > 1}.
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eigenfunctions of the Laplacian that are also eigenfunctions of the Hecke operators
(this is significant when there are eigenvalue multiplicities), and one can say more
about such joint eigenfunctions.
There has also been progress on nonarithmetic hyperbolic manifolds, and even on
manifolds with negative curvature. The culmination of such work is a result by
Anantharaman and Nonnenmacher [1], which says that on hyperbolic manifolds,
the entropy of any quantum limit is at least half that of the uniform measure,
which is a quantitative statement that quantum limits cannot be too localised.
However, it does not rule out quantum limits having some highly localised ergodic
components.
There have also been many numerical studies of QE and QUE. One that I would
like to mention is Barnett’s study of Example 1.5, involving accurate computation
of about 30 000 eigenfunctions up to about the 700 000th [2]. His results suggest
that QUE very likely holds for this billiard, even though, in this case as with
hyperbolic manifolds, there are plenty of invariant classical measures that are not
equidistributed. Figure 3 shows one numerically computed eigenfunction on this
billiard, illustrating that the position probability distribution is random, with no
preferred location or direction of oscillation evident.

Figure 3. An eigenfunction on the Barnett stadium (Example 1.5).

There have also been many numerical studies of the stadium billard, and there one
draws the opposite conclusion: there seem to be sequences of exceptional eigenfunctions that are not equidistributed, but concentrate in the central rectangle. See
Figure 4. This was first conjectured by Heller and O’Connor in 1988 [9]. Recently
I proved this conjecture, at least for ‘almost every’ stadium:
Theorem 4.3 (Hassell [7]). Consider the family of stadium domains with central
rectangle having dimensions 1 × t, for t > 0. Then for almost every t, this billiard
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Figure 4. Eigenfunctions on the stadium; the second last is a
‘bouncing ball mode’ and is not equidistributed.

is not QUE. In fact, for almost every t there are quantum limits that give positive
mass to the bouncing ball trajectories (which form a set of measure zero in the
uniform measure).
This was the first example of an ergodic billiard proved to be non-QUE. Of course
we know that it is QE due to Theorem 4.1, so the sequence of eigenfunctions in
Theorem 4.3 is definitely atypical: most eigenfunctions become equidistributed as
the eigenvalue tends to infinity. With the help of Luc Hillairet, this result was
extended to all partially rectangular billiards (those possessing a central rectangle
or cylinder) [7, Appendix]. However, there is plenty more to be understood about
eigenfunctions on the stadium. For example, it is not known whether there are
sequences of eigenfunctions that concentrate completely in the central rectangle,
although the numerical evidence is fairly convincing that such sequences exist.
This question is one of my current research interests.
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